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Abstract.
We review the status of the integrability and solvability of the geodesics equations of motion
on symmetric coset spaces that appear as sigma models of supergravity theories when reduced
over respectively the timelike and spacelike direction. Such geodesic curves describe respectively
timelike and spacelike brane solutions. We emphasize the applications to black holes.
The construction of black hole solutions using sigma model techniques becomes very beneficial
in supergravity theories with enough symmetries as first employed in [1]. This has later been
extended to more general stationary p-brane solutions [2] and even time-dependent solutions
(spacelike branes) [3–6], see [7] for the general framework. The sigma model technique reduces
the problem to the one of geodesic motion on the appropriate moduli spaces. In the case of time-
dependent solutions the moduli space is a Riemannian coset space G/H, where H is compact
and in the stationary case a non-Riemannian coset space, G/H∗, where H∗ is non-compact. In
this status report we review the recent insights of [8,9,12–14] on the integrability and solvability
of the geodesic equations of motion when the coset moduli spaces are symmetric. In these works
we established the following results
• We made use of the group-theoretical structure of the target space to prove that the
second order geodesic equations are integrable in the sense of Liouville [13], by explicitly
constructing the correct number of conserved Poisson-commuting constants of motion from
the underlying Poisson structure of the dual Borel algebras associated with G/H∗ [9].
• We presented an integration method by the construction of a Lax algorithm that integrates
the second order equations in one step [13], improving on the previously constructed two-
step algorithms [8–10,12] (see [4–6] for the case of Riemannian manifolds).
• In the case of black holes we showed that Liouville integrability implies that there always
exists a description in terms of a (fake) superpotential W , in the effective potential approach
(see e.g. [11,13,15–18] and refs therein). The correspondence between the effective potential
and the sigma model approach was studied in depth in [14] by establishing an interesting
generalization of Toda molecule equations.
In analogy with the Riemannian case [6], the geodesic equations on a symmetric space with
indefinite signature can be recast into the Lax form [8,9]
L˙(τ) = [L(τ),W (τ)], (1)
where the dot denotes the differentiation w.r.t τ. L and W are respectively the Lax operator
and connection, being defined in terms of the pull-back Ω on the geodesic of the left-invariant
1-form on G/H∗, i.e., in terms of a coset representative L,
Ω = L−1L˙ = L+W. (2)
The corresponding geodesic action can thus be written as S ∼
∫
dτ Tr(LL). Choosing the
solvable gauge1, one has
W = L> − L<, (3)
where L<(>) denotes the upper-triangular (resp. lower-triangular) part of L. The Lax algorithm
that we have devised to solve (1) is summarized by the following formula for the solution of the
coset representative [13]
(
L(τ)−1
)
ij
≡
1√
Di(C )Di−1(C )
Det


C1,1(τ) . . . C1,i−1(τ) (C (τ)L(0)
−1)1,j
...
...
...
...
Ci,1(τ) . . . Ci,i−1(τ) (C (τ)L(0)
−1)i,j

 ,
and we have defined
C (τ) := e−2 τ L0 , (4)
Di(C ) := Det


C1,1(τ) . . . C1,i(τ)
...
...
...
Ci,1(τ) . . . Ci,i(τ)

 , D0(τ) := 1, (5)
where L0 and L(0) are, respectively, the initial values of the Lax matrix L(τ) and the coset
representative L(τ). The above equations generalize analogous equations written in [4–6] for the
Lax operator in the case of Rimannian manifolds.
Having the Lax form does not yet imply the Liouville integrability of the system. By
Liouville integrability we mean that there exist n functionally independent constants of motion
(Hamiltonians Hi) satisfying {Hi,Hj} = 0.
Let us summarize the proof of Liouville integrability of the full second order geodesic
equations presented in detail in [13]. Consider the Noether charge matrix
Q = L(τ)L(τ)L(τ)−1, Q = QATA, L = Y
ATA, (6)
where TA are the generators of the solvable algebra. One can verify the following Poisson
brackets
{YA, YB} = −fAB
CYc, {QA, QB} = fAB
CQC . (7)
1 The solvable parametrization on G/H∗ amounts to defining a coset representative L ∈ G/H∗, namely,
L(φ) = exp(ΦiTi), where Ti’s are the generators of the solvable algebra.
Note that YA and QA depend on the phase space variables of the Hamiltonian system. Denoting
the dimension of the coset by n and the dimension of the symplectic leaves by 2hO, One can
show that
2hO = rank(fAB
C) (8)
#Hamiltonians = n− hO (9)
#Casimirs = n− 2hO (10)
If we denote by
Ha(YA), a = 1, · · · , hO; Hℓ(YA), ℓ = 1, · · · , n − 2hO (11)
respectively the Hamiltonians on the leaves and the Casimirs, we can find the following 2(n−hO)
constants of motion in involution (using identity (7))
Ha(YA), Hℓ(YA), Ha(QA), Hℓ(QA), (12)
where the H (Q)’s are obtained by replacing YA by QA in the H (Y )’s. One can demonstrate
that each Hℓ(QA) is a Casimir on its own and can thus be expressed as a function of Hℓ(YA).
This therefore implies that the total number of Hamiltonians in involution is (n−hO)+hO = n,
the dimension of G/H∗, thereby proving Liouville integrability. The explicit construction and
general form of the Hamiltonians are discussed in [13] for the case of SL(n,R). Amongst the
H (Y )’s are certain number of polynomial conserved constants of motion which have a simple
interpretation in the context of black holes. One of them corresponds to the extremality
parameter c. The remaining polynomial H (Y ) keeps track of the regularity of the solution
(they have to vanish for regular solutions). The Taub-NUT charge corresponds to one of the
remaining non-polynomial H (Y ), and electro-magnetic charges of the black hole solutions are
functions of H (Q).
This has been shown to imply that the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism, HJ, can be applied. This
allows us, formally, to rewrite the momenta Pi as functions of φ, the canonical coordinates
(scalars parameterizing G/H∗), provided J = det(∂Hi/∂Pj) 6= 0 and conclude that (locally)
φ˙i = gij(φ)Pj(φ,H ), P = dW , (13)
which is nothing else than the standard HJ equations. In this sense the function W is the
Hamilton’s characteristic function that solves the HJ equations
H
(
∂W
∂φi
, φi
)
=
1
2
∂W
∂φi
gij(φ)
∂W
∂φj
= c2, (14)
where c is the affine velocity along the geodesic. In problems related to black holes, these results
solve an open question about the existence of a fake superpotential for black hole solutions.
We have proven the (local) existence of a fake superpotential for all stationary, spherically
symmetric, black hole solutions to symmetric supergravity theories. In [13] we illustrated this
in an explicit example, SL(3,R)-model, in which we moreover have proven that the Jacobian J
is always non-vanishing in the subspace of regular solutions, thus ensuring the global existence
of W .
As an application to black hole solutions, we have explicitly worked out in [13] the three
findings mentioned in the introduction for the dilatonic black holes arising in Kaluza-Klein
theories. Due to the simplicity of the dilatonic black hole model we are not able to understand
the interpretation for the generic Hamiltonians as the model has only one non-polynomial H (Y ),
which is the Taub-NUT charge. Three of us are now trying to investigate the Hamiltonians in
more involved models, such as the STU and G2 models, which seems to make the physical
interpretation more apparent.
Finally we want to end with a few interesting open problems that we would like to address
in the future. First, it seems reasonable to extend the proof of Liouville integrability to the case
of homogeneous non-symmetric spaces. Second, as already mentioned, it would be interesting
to understand the physical interpretation of all constants of motion. As a further direction of
investigation it might be useful to examine the role of the complete system of Hamiltonians in
the context of radial quantization of black holes as a complete system of observables to uniquely
define the quantum state.
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